
Welcome!



Session Objectives

Understand what personal development is and its place in our 
curriculum at TEMA

Explore how to keep your child safe online



What is personal development?



What is personal development?



Assembly Programme



Overview



Family Matters



What can you 
see on the board?

Do you think everyone can 
see the same?

How does this link to life 
outside of the classroom?



Staying Safe Online



It’s good to talk!





You’re never alone



Help is at…









Why respect is 
important in our 

school?

How you’ve 
shown respect 

today?

Something great 
your partner has 

done to show 
respect?

The part of the 
lesson you think 
linked to respect 

the most?

Literacy : full sentences, apostrophes, connectives Keywords: resilience, tenacity, optimism Connectives: therefore, however, moreover

LO: examine and explore what personal development is and what has happened with Covid19?

Challenge Question: Does Covid19 affect LICs more than HICs?  Why or why not?

Value Review 



Why is equality  
important in our 

school?

How you’ve 
shown respect 

today?

Something great 
your partner has 
done to promote 

equality?

Which part of the 
lesson you think 
linked to equality 

the most?

Literacy : full sentences, apostrophes, connectives Keywords: resilience, tenacity, optimism Connectives: therefore, however, moreover

LO: examine and explore what personal development is and what has happened with Covid19?

Challenge Question: Does Covid19 affect LICs more than HICs?  Why or why not?

Value Review 



Why is ambition  
important in our 

school?

How you’ve 
shown ambition 

today?

Which part of the 
lesson you think 

linked to ambition 
the most?

Literacy : full sentences, apostrophes, connectives Keywords: resilience, tenacity, optimism Connectives: therefore, however, moreover

LO: examine and explore what personal development is and what has happened with Covid19?

Challenge Question: Does Covid19 affect LICs more than HICs?  Why or why not?

Value Review 

Something great 
your partner has 

done to 
demonstrate 

ambition?



Why is care  
important in our 

school?

How you’ve 
shown care 

today?

Which part of the 
lesson you think 
linked to care the 

most?

Literacy : full sentences, apostrophes, connectives Keywords: resilience, tenacity, optimism Connectives: therefore, however, moreover

LO: examine and explore what personal development is and what has happened with Covid19?

Challenge Question: Does Covid19 affect LICs more than HICs?  Why or why not?

Value Review 

Something great 
your partner has 

done to 
demonstrate care?



Why is hard work  
important in our 

school?

How you’ve 
shown hard work 

today?

Which part of the 
lesson you think 

linked to hard work 
the most?

Literacy : full sentences, apostrophes, connectives Keywords: resilience, tenacity, optimism Connectives: therefore, however, moreover

LO: examine and explore what personal development is and what has happened with Covid19?

Challenge Question: Does Covid19 affect LICs more than HICs?  Why or why not?

Value Review 

Something great 
your partner has 

done which shows 
hard work?
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